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ABSTRACT

İn this paper, we use quasivariational inequailty and fixed point techniques to derive 
an existence and uniqueness result for a class of quasi-conıplenıenlarily problems. Further, we 
give an iterative algorithm for this class of problems and discuss its convergence ctiteria.

1. INTRODUCTION

Complementarity thcory, introduced and studied by Lemke [7] and 
Cottie and Dantzig [2] in the early sixtees, has enjoyed vigorous growth 
for the last two decades. This theory has been extended and generalized 
in various directions to study a wide class of problems arising in 
optimization and control, operation research, fluid flow through porous 
media, mechanics, economics and transportation equilibrlum, management 
Sciences, ete. Among these generalizations of the complementarity problem, 
the quasi-complementarity problem considered and studied by Pang [13, 
14] and Noor [8-12] is important and useful generalization. Related to the 
complementarity problem, there is also a variational inequality problem. 
Karamardian [5] has shown that if the underiying set in both these 
problems is a convex cone, then complementarity problem and variational 
ineguality problem are equivalent. Pang [13] proved that the same relation 
is true for the quasi-complementarity problem and the quasivariational 
inequality problem. This equivalence has been used quite effectively in 
suggesting unifıed and general algorithms for solving complementarity and 
quasi-complementarity problems.

Let H be a real Hilbert space whose norm and inner produet are 
denoted by ||.|| and respeetively. Let K: H—>C(H), where C(H) denotes 
a family of ali nonempty closed convex cones in H, be a multivalued
mapping, Given a nonlinear mapping T: we consider the
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quasi-complementarity problems of finding ueKfu) such that T(u)£K*(u) 
and

<T(U),U> = 0, (1)

where K*(u)={wgH:(w,z)^ for ali zeK(u)}, is a polar cone of K(u).

We remark that the quasi-complementarity problem (1) and its 
generalizations so far have been considered and studied, by using 
variational inequality technique, only for a particular form of underiying 
set K(u) which is K(u)=K+m(u), where K is a closed convex cone in H 
and m is a point to point mapping from H into itself, [1, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14],

The main purpose of this paper is to develop the existence and 
uniqueness theory of quasi-complementarity problem (1), where the 
underiying closed convex cone K(u) is general, by making use of 
quasivariational inequality and fixed point techniques and to suggest an 
iterative algorithm for problem (1). We organize the rest of this paper as 
follows. In Section 2, we give some preliminaries that will be used 
throughout this paper. In Section 3, we show that quasi-complementarity 
problem (1) is equivalent to a fixed point problem. Further, we prove an 
existence and uniqueness result for quasi-complementarity problem (1). In 
Section 4, wc suggest a unified and general iterative algorithm for 
obtaining the approximate solution of quasi-complementarity problem (1) 
and show that this apprqximate solution strongiy converges to the exact 
solution.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We need the following definitions and letnmas:

Definition 2.1. A mapping T: H—>H is called:

(i) a-strongiy monotone, if there exists a constant oO such that

(T(u)-T(v),u-v) > a||u-v|p for ali u,veH;

(ii) p-Lipschitz continuous, if there exists a constant P>0 such that

l|T(u)-T(v)|| < Pl|u-v|| for ali u,vgH;

(İÜ) contraction, if (ii) holds with 0<p<l.
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Definition 2.2. A multivalued mapping K: H—>C(H) is said to be 
y-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant Y>0 such that

p(K(u),K(v)) < Tİlu-vll for ali u,vgH,

where p(K(u)JC(v)) = sup{||u-v|| : ugK(u) and veK(v)}

Lemma 2.1. ([6], Theorem 2.3). Let K be a nonempty closed convex 
subset of H. Then, given zeH, we have x=P^(z) if and only if

(x-z,y-x) > 0 for ali yeK,

where is a projection mapping from H onto K.

Lemma 2.2. ([6], Corolary 2.4). Pj^; H^K is nonexpansive, i.e.

x,yGH.

3. EXISTENCE RESULT

We need the following two technical lemmas in order to prove the 
main result of this section and the result of next section.

Lemma 3.1. Let K; H—>C(H) be a multivalued mapping. Then ueK(u) 
is a solution of quasi-complementarity problem (1) if and only if ueK(u) 
satisfy the quasivariational inequality

(T(u),v-u) > 0 for ali veK(u) (2)

Proof. Its proof is siniilar to the of Lemma 3.1 in [9].

Lemma 3J. ueK(u) is a solution of quasivariational inequality 
problem (2) if and only if ueK(u) is a solution of the fixed point 
problem

u = F(u),

where the mapping F: H-^H is defined by, for some constant Ti>0

F(u) = PK(u,>nT(u)].

(3)

(4)

Proof. Let ueKfu) be a solution of quasivariational inequality 
problem (2), i.e. we have ueK(u) such that

(T(o),v-u)> 0 for ali veK(u),
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and for some constant T|>0, we have

(u-(u-t|T(u)),v-u) > 0 for ali vgK(u).

By Lemma 2.1, we have

=F(u).

i .e. u€K(u) İs a solution of fıxed point Problem (3). The converse part of 
this lemma can be easily proved by using the same arguments used above 
in reverse direction.

Now we prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.1. Let the multivalued mapping K; H^C(H) be a 
y-Lipschitz continuous and let the mapping T: H^H be a a-strongiy 
monotone and p-Lipschitz continuous. If

0 < T| < 2a , Y < l-V(l-2T|a+T|^p ) , a < p , (5)
P

then ugK(u) is a unique solution of quasi-complementarity problem (1).

Proof. In order to prove this theorem it is enough to show that the 
mapping F: H->H defmed by (4) has a unique fixed point. Now we 
consider

||F(u)-F(v)|| = ||P^^^^[u-nT(u)]-P^^^^[v-tlT(v)]||

< |1Pk^„,[u-iiT(u)]-P^^^Ju-iiT(u)]||

+ ||Pj^^^^[u-'nT(u)]-PK^^^[v-TiT(v)]l|

< p(K(u)JC(v))+(|PK(^j[u-tlT(u)]-pK^^)[v-TlT(v)]||.

By using Lemma 2.2 and y-Lipschitz continuity of K, we have

llF(u)-F(v)|| < 7l|u-v|| + ||u-v-r|(T(u)-T(v))ll . (6)

Since T is a-strongiy monotone and P-Lipschitz continuous, it can be 
obtained that

||u-v-'n(T(u)-T(v))|p :S (l-2ııa+t)2p^)||u-v||2 .

Combining (6) and (7), we have
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||F(u)-F(v)ll < {Y+Vci ^iTa+ri’p )} ||u-v|| 

< 01İU-Vİ1 . (8)
where 0='jm-V (l-2r|a+Ti^(i ). Since 8<1 by condition (5), (8) implies that
the mapping F is a contraction mapping and by Banach contraction 
principle, it has a unique fixed point. Hence by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 
3,2, we have that ueK(u) is a unique solution of quasi-complemcntarity 
problem (1).

4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

In this section, on the hasis of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, wc
asuggest unified and general iterative algorithm for the

quasi-complementarity problem (1) and show that the approximate solution 
obtained by iterative algorithm for quasi-complementarity problem (1) 
strongiy converges to the exact solution.

iterative Algorithm 4.1. For any given ugK(u), compute

U . n+1 = (1-A. )u +X P„, J n- 11 n K(u )'[u^-'nT(uJ] , n=l,2,3... (9)

for some constant r)>0 and 0 < X < 1.

Theorem 4.1. Let K: H->C(H) and T: H—>H be the same as in oo
Theorem 3.1. let the condition (5) of Theorem 3.1 be hold and let \ 

n=i
be divergent. If u^^^j and u are the solution of iterative algorithm 4.1 and
quasi-complementarity problem (1), respectively, then 
converges to u in H.

u , n+1 strongiy

Proof. Since u is a solution of quasi-complementarity problem (1) 
then by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have that ueK(u) such that

« = PK(u,t“-^T(u)].

Now we consider

llu„,,-u|| = ||(l-\)(u^-u)+Â{P^^^;u„-îlT(u„)]-P^^„,[u-nT(u)]}||
n-'

< (l-\)||u^-u||+X {p(K(uJJ<(u))+||u„-u-ıl(T(u^)-T(u))||} . (10)

Since K is a y-Lipschitz continuous and T is a a-strongiy monotone and 
P-Lipschitz continuous, then (10) becomes
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ll“n+r“ll - [(l-\)+\{Y+'V(I-2r|a+r|^p^) }]llu_^-u||

< [(l-\)-b\0]||u^-u||,
/ 2^“

where 0=7-1-v (l-2T|a+Ti p ). Since 0<1 by condition (5)., we have

llu„^,-u|l < [l-(l-0)XJllu^-u||.

By iteration, we get
n

i=l
(11)

n
Since diverges and 1-0>O, we have fi '

n=l i=l

Thus (11) implies that un+1 strongiy converges to u.
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